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§1. PACS-CS Project	
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PACS-CS (PC-cluster, 14TF) 

T2K-Tsukuba (PC-cluster, 95TF) 
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+364TF/TCA     
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〜Feb. 2014	

Apr. 2014〜	
Photo is not yet available	

Jul. 2006〜	
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Computer scientists: 
T.Boku, M.Sato, D.Takahashi, Otatebe                                   Tsukuba 
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Science Target	

PACS-CS	 CP-PACS/JLQCD	

Gauge action	 Iwasaki	 Iwasaki	

Quark action	 clover with NP cSW	 clover with NP cSW	

Lattice spacing a[fm]	 ≲0.1	 0.07, 0.1, 0.122 

Physical volume	 ≳(3 fm)3	 〜(2 fm)3 

mud	 physical point	 64 MeV (mπ≈700 MeV)	

Algorithm for ud	
DDHMC with some 
improvements	

HMC	

Algorithm for s	 UV-filtered exact PHMC	 exact PHMC	

2+1 flavor QCD simulation at the physical point	
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Why physical point simulation?	

•  Difficult to trace chiral logs for chiral extrapolation 

•  ChPT is not always a good guiding principle 

•  Direct treatment of resonances based on phase shift 

•  Simulations with different up and down quark masses	

In my slide @ CERN TH Institute 2010	
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Chiral Behavior	
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Hadron masses in 2+1 Flavor  QCD 	

physical input  
  mπ, mK, mΩ   
 
   
 mu=md, ms, a	
 

PACS-CS 09	
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consistent within 2〜3% error bars 

1 GeV=1.78×10−27 kg	
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What’s Next?	

•  1+1+1(mu≠md≠ms) flavor QCD+QED simulation    
         − EM interactions 
         − u-d quark mass defference 
  
 
　 
 
 
•  Hadron-Hadron interactions 
         − Resonances（ρ→ππ decay etc.） 
         − Nuclei based on QCD 
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Multi-physics toward precision measurement 

Multi-scale physics from quarks to nuclei 

Science target for post PACS-CS (T2K & K computer) 
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1+1+1 flavor QCD+QED	

Isospin symmetry breaking 
     − EM interaction 
           Qu=+2/3e, Qd=Qs=−1/3e, e=√4π/137 
     − u-d quark mass difference 
           mu=md≠ms (2+1フレーバー) ⇒ mu≠md≠ms (1+1+1フレーバー) 
  
Physical input: 
     mπ+(ud), mK0(ds), mK+(us), mΩ-(sss) 
 
Output: 
     mu, md, ms, lattice spacing, …  
 

reweighting  
method	 1+1+1flavor QCD+QED 

on the physical point	
2+1 flavor QCD generation 
around the physical point	

PACS-CS 12	
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K0-K+ mass difference 	
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PACS-CS 12	

exp: 3.937(28) MeV 	

slope = mK+−mK0	

lattice size=323×64, a 〜 0.1 fm	
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EM interaction ＋ u-d quark mass diff. 
⇒ diff. of mK0(ds) and mK+(us) 



Physical input: 
     mπ+(ud)=139.7(15.5) [MeV]                    exp: 139.6 [MeV] 
     mK0(ds)=497.6(8.1) [MeV]                      exp: 497.6 [MeV]  
     mK+(us)=492.4(8.1) [MeV]                      exp: 493.7 [MeV]                        
     mΩ(sss) is fixed at exp. value       　　　　exp: 1672.5 [MeV]  
 
Quark masses (MSbar scheme at µ=2 GeV): 
     mu=2.57(26)(07) [MeV]  
     md=3.68(29)(10) [MeV]  
     ms=83.60(58)(2.23) [MeV] 
 
Sizable finite size effects are expected in QCD+QED simulation 
 　　π meson mass(140MeV)@QCD ⇔ photon(massless)@QED    
                            
⇒ Simulation with much larger lattice size on K computer 
　　Also useful for calculation of light nuclei and nuclear force 
 

u, d, s quark masses	

PACS-CS 12	

12 
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§2. Construction of Nuclei	

We are now achieving a precision measurement of hadron masses  
Next step is a challenge for multi-scale physics 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exploratory study for 4He and 3He nuclei 
            
 
     4He: 2 proton+2 neutron ⇒ 12 quark propagators 
     3He: 2 proton+1 neutron ⇒   9 quark propagators  
 
 
 
 

quark	 nucleus	

Yamazaki-YK-Ukawa 10,12	

!Oh(t)O†
h(0)" t#0$ C exp (%mht) h = !, nucleon

!O4He(t)O
†
4He(0)" t#0$ C exp (%m4Het) !E4He = E4He % 4EN

8

proton	 neutron	

nucleon	
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Exploratory Study in Quenched QCD	

mπ=0.8 GeV, mN=1.6 GeV in quenched QCD 
(Real world: mN=0.94 GeV)	

First successful construction of helium nuclei 
⇒ 2+1 flavor QCD with lighter quark masses 

Yamazaki-YK-Ukawa 10	
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He Nuclei in 2+1 Flavor QCD	

ΔE remains finite in the infinite volume limit 
Successful construction of helium nuclei in 2+1 flavor QCD 

Yamazaki-YK-Ukawa 12	

!Oh(t)O†
h(0)" t#0$ C exp (%mht) h = !, nucleon

!O4He(t)O
†
4He(0)" t#0$ C exp (%m4Het) !E4He = m4He % 4mN

8

2+1 flavor QCD, mπ＝0.5 GeV (0.14 GeV in nature), mN=1.32 GeV  

C. 3He nucleus

Figure 4 shows the effective energy shift!Eeff
L of Eq. (4).

The quality of the signal is better than the 4He channel in
Fig. 2. An exponential fit of R!t" in Eq. (3) with the range
of t # 9–14 yields a negative value, which is denoted by
the solid lines with the statistical error band in Fig. 4. The
systematic error in the fit is estimated in the same way as in
the 4He case.

As listed in Table III, we find nonzero negative values
for the energy shift !EL for all the volumes. The volume
dependence is illustrated in Fig. 5 as a function of 1=L3

with the inner and outer error bars as explained in the
previous subsection. We carry out a linear extrapolation
of Eq. (13). The systematic error is estimated in the same

way as in the 4He channel. The energy shift extrapolated
to the infinite spatial volume limit is nonzero and
negative (see Fig. 5 and Table III), which means that the
ground state is a bound state in this channel. The value of
$!E1 # 20:3!4:0"!2:0" MeV is roughly three times
larger than the experimental result, 7.72 MeV, though
consistent with our previous quenched result at m! #
0:80 GeV [2].
In 3-flavor QCD,$!E1 # 71!6"!5" MeV was reported

[4] at a heavier quark mass corresponding to m! #
0:81 GeV. Here again future work is needed to see if a
quark mass dependence explains the difference from the
experiment.

D. Two-nucleon channels

1. Present work

In Fig. 6 we show the time dependence for !Eeff
L of

Eq. (4) in the 3S1 channel. The signals are lost beyond
t % 14. We observe negative values beyond the error bars
in the plateau region of t # 9–14. We extract the value of
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FIG. 3 (color online). Spatial volume dependence of !EL in
GeV units for the 4He channel. Outer bar denotes the combined
error of statistical and systematic ones added in quadrature. Inner
bar is for the statistical error. Extrapolated result in the infinite
spatial volume limit is shown by filled square symbol together
with the fit line (dashed). Experimental value (star) and
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NN Systems in 2+1 Flavor QCD	

1S0 channel is also bound ⇔ 1S0 is scattering state in nature 

Yamazaki-YK-Ukawa 12	

Results obtained in parallel with He calculation  
on the same configs  

the diagonalization method [13] to separate the first excited
state from the ground state near the threshold of 2mN .
If we find the ground state slightly below the threshold
and the first excited state slightly above it, then such a
configuration of the two lowest levels is consistent with
the ground state being a bound state and the first excited
state a scattering state with almost zero relative momen-
tum. This method was previously used in a scalar QED
simulation to distinguish a system with or without a bound
state [14].

Hereafter we call the analyses employed in the first and
second calculations the single-state and two-state analyses,
respectively. We also refer to the configuration sets used in
the two calculations as the first and second ensembles.
We should note that the 3S1-

3D1 mixing is neglected in
this paper, since we restrict ourselves to measure states in
the small relative momentum region.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
the results of the single-state analysis in the first calculation
together with the simulation details. In Sec. III we explain
the operators employed in the diagonalization method and
examine the results obtained by the two-state analysis.
Conclusions and discussions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. SINGLE-STATE ANALYSIS

Let us first present the results of the single-state analysis
for the 3S1 and

1S0 channels.

A. Simulation details

The first ensemble is exactly the same as in the previous
work of Ref. [1]. We explain the parameters once again for
clarity.

We generate quenched configurations with the Iwasaki
gauge action [15] at ! ! 2:416 whose lattice spacing is
a ! 0:128 fm, corresponding to a"1 ! 1:541 GeV, deter-
mined with r0 ! 0:49 fm as an input [16]. We employ the
hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm with the Omelyan-
Mryglod-Folk integrator [17,18]. The step size is chosen to
yield a reasonable acceptance rate presented in Table I. We
take three lattice sizes, L3 # T ! 243 # 64, 483 # 48, and
963 # 48, to investigate the spatial volume dependence of
the energy difference between the two-nucleon ground
state and twice the nucleon mass. The physical spatial
extents are 3.1, 6.1, and 12.3 fm, respectively.

We use the tadpole improved Wilson action with
cSW ! 1:378 [16]. Since it becomes harder to obtain a
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio at lighter quark masses
for the multinucleon system, we employ a heavy quark
mass at " ! 0:134 82 which gives m# ! 0:8 GeV for the
pion mass and mN ! 1:6 GeV for the nucleon mass.
Statistics is increased by repeating the measurement of
the correlation functions with the source points in different
time slices on each configuration. The number of configu-
rations and measurements on each configuration are listed
in Table I. We separate successive measurements by 100
trajectories with $ ! 1 for the trajectory length. The errors
are estimated by jackknife analysis choosing 200 trajecto-
ries for the bin size.
The quark propagators are solved with the periodic

boundary condition in all the spatial and temporal direc-
tions using the exponentially smeared source

q0$ ~x; t% !
X

~y

Ae"Bj ~x" ~yjq$ ~y; t% (1)

after the Coulomb gauge fixing. On each volume we em-
ploy two sets of smearing parameters: $A;B% ! $0:5; 0:5%,
(0.5, 0.1) for L ! 24 and (0.5, 0.5), (1.0, 0.4) for L ! 48
and 96. The onset of the ground state can be confirmed by
consistency of effective masses with different sources as
shown later. Hereafter the nucleon operators using the first
and the second smearing parameter sets are referred to as
O1 and O2, respectively.
The interpolating operator for the proton is defined as

p% ! "abc$&ua'tC&5db%u%c ; (2)

where C ! &4&2 and % and a, b, c are the Dirac index and
the color indices, respectively. The neutron operator n% is
obtained by replacing u%c by d%c in the proton operator. To
save the computational cost we use the nonrelativistic
quark operator, in which the Dirac index is restricted to
the upper two components.
The two-nucleon operators for the 3S1 and

1S0 channels
are given by

NN3S1
$t% ! 1!!!

2
p &p($t%n($t% " n($t%p($t%'; (3)

NN1S0
$t% ! 1!!!

2
p &p($t%p"$t% " p"$t%p($t%': (4)

For the source operator we insert the smeared quark fields
of Eq. (1) for each nucleon operator located at the same
spatial point ~x. Each nucleon in the sink operator, on the
other hand, is composed of the point quark fields, and
projected to have zero spatial momentum. We call this
type of sink operator the point sink operator. In the spin
triplet channel the operators for other two spin components
are constructed in a similar way. We increase the statistics
by averaging over the three spin components.

TABLE I. Number of configurations (Nconf), number of mea-
surements on each configuration (Nmeas), acceptance rate in the
HMC algorithm, pion mass (m#), and nucleon mass (mN) for the
first ensembles.

L Nconf Nmeas Accept ance(%) m# (GeV) mN (GeV)

24 2500 2 93 0.8000(3) 1.619(2)
48 400 12 93 0.7999(4) 1.617(2)
96 200 12 68 0.8002(3) 1.617(2)
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We should note that the 3S1-
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this paper, since we restrict ourselves to measure states in
the small relative momentum region.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
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Conclusions and discussions are summarized in Sec. IV.
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for the 3S1 and
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A. Simulation details

The first ensemble is exactly the same as in the previous
work of Ref. [1]. We explain the parameters once again for
clarity.
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gauge action [15] at ! ! 2:416 whose lattice spacing is
a ! 0:128 fm, corresponding to a"1 ! 1:541 GeV, deter-
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hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm with the Omelyan-
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963 # 48, to investigate the spatial volume dependence of
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We use the tadpole improved Wilson action with
cSW ! 1:378 [16]. Since it becomes harder to obtain a
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio at lighter quark masses
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mass at " ! 0:134 82 which gives m# ! 0:8 GeV for the
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!EL from an exponential fit for R!t" of Eq. (3) in the range
of t # 9–14. The systematic error of the fit is estimated as
explained in the previous subsections.

Figure 7 shows the result for !Eeff
L in the 1S0 channel on

the !5:8 fm"3 box. The value of !Eeff
L is again negative

beyond the error bars in the plateau region, though the
absolute value is smaller than in the 3S1 case. The energy
shift !EL is obtained in the same way as for the 3S1
channel.

The volume dependences of !EL in the 3S1 and 1S0
channels are plotted as a function of 1=L3 in Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively. The numerical values of !EL on all the
spatial volumes are summarized in Table IV, where the
statistical and systematic errors are given in the first and
second parentheses, respectively. There is little volume
dependence for !EL, indicating a nonzero negative value
in the infinite volume and a bound state, rather than the
1=L3 dependence expected for a scattering state, for the
ground state for both channels.

The binding energies in the infinite spatial volume limit
in Table IV are obtained by fitting the data with a function

including a finite volume effect on the two-particle bound
state [27,28],
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The systematic error is estimated from the variation of the
fit results choosing different fit ranges in the determination
of !EL and also using constant and linear fits as
alternative fit forms. We obtain the binding energies
$!E1 # 11:5!1:1"!0:6" MeV and 7.4(1.3)(0.6) MeV for
the 3S1 and 1S0 channels, respectively. The result for the
3S1 channel is roughly five times larger than the experi-
mental value, 2.22 MeV. Our finding of a bound state in the
1S0 channel contradicts the experimental observation.
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TABLE IV. Same as Table III for the 3S1 and 1S0 channels.

3S1
1S0

L $!EL [MeV] Fit range $!EL [MeV] Fit range

32 12.4(2.1)(0.5) 9–14 6.2(2.4)(0.5) 10–14
40 12.2(1.9)(0.6) 10–15 8.2(4.0)(1.5) 11–15
48 11.1(1.7)(0.3) 10–14 7.3(1.7)(0.5) 10–14
64 11.7(1.2)(0.5) 9–14 7.2(1.4)(0.3) 10–14
1 11.5(1.1)(0.6) ' ' ' 7.4(1.3)(0.6) ' ' '
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Current Summary for NN Systems	

17 

|ΔE(3S1)| > |ΔE(1S0)| is suggestive 
Important to check quark mass dependence 	
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Both 3S1 and 1S0 channels are bound at heavy quark region 

Target on K computer: construction of nuclei at the physical point 
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§3. Algorithmic Improvements	

18 

Trend of architecture　　　　 
•  PC cluster, multi-core, GPU, … 
           − hierarchical parallel structure 
           − diminishing B/F 
 
Algorithmic improvements following the architecture trend  
•  Key points: 
           − use of mixed precision 
           − reduction of communication　　     

              
 
 
 
 
　　 
　	

 
                       

Mixed precision nested BiCGStab 
Modified blocked BiCGStab 
Domain-Decomposed HMC(DDHMC) 	

Developed on PACS-CS and T2K-Tsukuba 	

T2K-Tsukuba (08〜14)	

PACS-CS (06〜11)	
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Solver Improvement	

Bottle neck for iterative solver of linear eqs. 
　　memory bandwidth 
　　Byte/Flop ≈ 2.1 in MatVec Dx 
 
Advantage in 32bit arithmetic is effective use of 

•  memory and network bandwidth 
•  cache size 

  
Maximum use of 32bit arithmetic with the solution kept in 64bit  
    

ZO(µa, g(a))Z!1
! (µa, g(a))!O(pa)|p2=µ2 = 1

!O(pa) =
1

12
Tr

!
"O(pa)P̂O

"

"O(pa) = S!1(pa)GO(pa)S!1(pa)

Z!(µa, g(a)) =
1

48
Tr

#

"V C
µ

(pa)"µ

$

|p2=µ2

M = m̄(µ)
!
2b0ḡ

2(µ)
"! d0

2b0 exp

%

&'!
( ḡ(µ)

0
dg

%

&'
# (g)

$(g)
! d0

b0g

)

*+

)

*+

1: x:initial guess (64bit)
2: r = b ! Dx (64bit)
3: convert r32 := r (64bit " 32bit)
4: solve !x32 = D!1r32 (32bit)
5: convert !x := !x32 (32bit " 64bit)
6: r = r ! D!x (64bit)
7: x = x + !x (64bit) the relation r = b ! Dx is kept in 64bit
8: if |r| is small end else goto 3

5

iterative refinement	
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Mixed Precision Nested BiCGStab	

・ Converged after 1.5 outer iteration  
・ Almost all the computational cost is spent by 32bit arithmetic 
・ Time is reduced by a factor 2 on PACS-CS （though, iteration      
number is slightly increased） 32

5. Solver improvement (cont’d)  Nested BiCGStab

! Nested BiCGStab Test  IR solver (on a mud=11MeV config.)

"Few iterations in Outer solver (1.5 iter in this case). 

Based on DMy = b, x = My
1: x:initial guess, M ! D"1:32bit-preconditioner
2: r = b " Dx, r̃ = r, !0 = |r|2, p = r
3: loop
4: " = Mp, q = D", # = !0/#r̃|q$
5: r = r " #q, x = x + #", if |r| is small exit
6: " = Mr, t = D", $ = #t|r$/#t|t$
7: r = r " $t, x = x + $", if |r| is small exit
8: !1 = #r̃|r$, % = (#/$)(!1/!0), !0 = !1

9: p = r + %(p " $q)
10: end loop

6
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Modified Block BiCGStab (1)	

A solver algorithm for linear eqs with multiple right-hand sides 
   Dx(i)=b(i) (i=1,…,L) ⇒ DX=B	

Basic idea: blocked version searches the solution vectors  
                   with the enlarged Krylov subspace 	

Y. Nakamura et al. / Computer Physics Communications 183 (2012) 34–37 35

where A is an N ! N complex sparse non-Hermitian matrix. X and
B are N ! L complex rectangular matrices given by

X =
!
x(1), . . . , x(i), . . . , x(L)

"
, (2)

B =
!
b(1), . . . ,b(i), . . . ,b(L)

"
. (3)

In the case of the Wilson–Dirac equation the matrix dimension is
given by N = Lx ! L y ! Lz ! Lt ! 3 ! 4 with Lx ! L y ! Lz ! Lt the
volume of a hypercubic four-dimensional lattice. L is the number
of the right-hand side vectors which is called source vectors in lat-
tice QCD. L is 12 in the simplest case and O (10)" O (100) (perhaps
more in some case) for the stochastic method.

The matrix-vector multiplication for the Wilson–Dirac equation
is written as

A! =
Lx!L y!Lz!Lt#

x=1

(!x " "#x), (4)

#x =
4#

µ=1

$
(1 " $µ)Ux,µ̂!x+µ̂ + (1 + $µ)U †

x"µ,µ̂
!x"µ̂

%
, (5)

where !x and #x contain 12 complex numbers at site x, $µ are
the gamma matrices, Ux,µ̂ are link variables of SU(3) matrix and
" is hopping parameter. Computation of #x requires 13201 floating
point number operations and 360 words per site. This means the
value of Flops/Byte is about 0.9 (0.45) in the single (double) pre-
cision. It should be di!cult to obtain high performance on recent
computer architecture.

In block Krylov subspace methods, Eq. (5) can be expressed as

!(i)
x =

4#

µ=1

$
(1 " $µ)Ux,µ̂"(i)

x+µ̂
+ (1 + $µ)U †

x"µ,µ̂
"(i)

x!µ̂

%
, (6)

with i = 1, . . . , L. An important point is that same 8 link variables
around site x are used in common for !(i) with i = 1, . . . , L and
their size is just 576 (1152) bytes in the single (double) precision,
which are small enough to be retained in low level cache, for ex-
ample L1 cache (if there is). This allows us more e!cient usage of
cached data than repeating L independent matrix-vector multipli-
cations. Fig. 1 illustrates how Flops/Byte increases as L is enlarged.
For an effective use of cache, we arrange loop for the index of i
(i = 1, . . . , L) in the most inner level with i running first in mem-
ory allocation for vectors.

Pseudocode for modified block BiCGSTAB algorithm is described
in Algorithm 2.1. Note that preconditioner M at lines 4.2 and
4.6 in Algorithm 2.1 must be implemented by a stationary itera-
tive method in this algorithm since the common preconditioning
should be applied to all right-hand sides, though nonstational iter-
ative methods are often used in lattice QCD [10]. The orthogonal-
ization of P improves numerical accuracy since each span works
effectively to search approximated solutions. We employ modified
Gram–Schmidt method for the QR decomposition. Even when non-
block BiCGSTAB fails to converge, modified block BiCGSTAB may
converge by adding dummy right-hand side vectors if they can
play a supplementary role [8]. We also present a memory saving
version in Algorithm 2.2.

2.2. Preconditioning

In this work we employ the O (a)-improved2 Wilson fermions.
After Jacobi preconditioning (division of I + clover term), the ma-
trix A is decomposed as the following 2 ! 2 blocked matrix form,

1 1296 flops if $µ is non-relativistic representation.
2 The leading cut-off error in terms of the lattice spacing a is removed.

Fig. 1. Flops/Byte as a function of L for standard (black circle) and O (a)-improved
(red square) Wilson–Dirac operators in the single precision. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web ver-
sion of this article.)

Algorithm 2.1. Modified Block BiCGSTAB(A, M, B,%).

1 initial guess X # CN!L

2 R = B " A X
3 P = R
4 choose R̃ # CN!L

while maxi(|r(i)|/|b(i)|) ! %

do

&
''''''''''''''''''(

'''''''''''''''''')

4.1 QR decomposition P = Q $ , P $ Q
4.2 U = M P
4.3 V = AU
4.4 solve(R̃ H V )& = R̃ H R for &
4.5 T = R " V &
4.6 S = MT
4.7 Z = A S
4.8 ' = Tr(Z H

k Tk)/Tr(Z H
k Zk)

4.9 X $ X + U& + ' S
4.10 R = T " ' Z
4.11 solve(R̃ H V )( = "R̃ H Z for (
4.12 P $ R + (P " ' V )(

5 return (X)

A =
*

AEE AEO

AOE AOO

+
, (7)

where the subscripts E and O denote the even and odd domains,
respectively. The SAP preconditioner MSAP is computed as

MSAP = K
NSAP#

j=0

(1 " AK ) j,

K =
*

BEE 0
"BOO AOE BEE BOO

+
, (8)

where BEE (BOO) is an approximation for A"1
EE (A"1

OO ) obtained by
SSOR method [11]

BEE = (1 " )UEE)
"1

,NSSOR#

j=0

!
1 " ASSOR

EE

" j

-

(1 " )LEE)
"1, (9)

with

ASSOR
EE = 1

)

$
(1 " )LEE)

"1 + (1 " )UEE)
"1

+ () " 2)(1 " )LEE)
"1(1 " )UEE)

"1%. (10)
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Algorithm 2.2. Memory Saving Version(A, M, B,!).

1 initial guess X ! CN"L

2 R = B # A X
3 P = R
4 choose R̃ ! CN"L

while maxi(|r(i)|/|b(i)|) ! !

do

!
""""""""""""""""""""#

""""""""""""""""""""$

4.1 QR decomposition P = Q " , P $ Q
4.2 U = M P
4.3 V = AU
4.4 solve(R̃ H V )# = R̃ H R for #
4.5 R $ R # V #
4.6 X $ X + U#
4.7 S = M R
4.8 Z = A S
4.9 $ = Tr(Z H

k Rk)/Tr(Z H
k Zk)

4.10 X $ X + $ S
4.11 R $ R # $ Z
4.12 solve(R̃ H V )% = #R̃ H Z for %
4.13 P $ R + (P # $ V )%

5 return (X)

LEE is the forward hopping term and UEE is the backward one. We
perform SAP preconditioning in the single precision for effective
use of memory bandwidth and network bandwidth between nodes.

It is known that “sloppy” precision can be used in right precon-
ditioning, but not in left one [12]. Suppose calculation of S = MT
at line 4.6 in Algorithm 2.1 is performed with “sloppy” precision
in k-th iteration. Numerical errors for Sk , Zk , $k and Xk+1 may be
expressed as

Sk % S &
k = Sk + &Sk, (11)

Zk % Z &
k = A S &

k, (12)

$k % $ &
k = $k + &$k, (13)

Xk+1 % X &
k+1 = Xk + Uk#k + $ &

k S &
k. (14)

These yield

R &
k+1 = Rk # Vk#k # $ &

k Z &
k

= Rk # AUk#k # $ &
k A S &

k

= B # A Xk # A
%
Uk#k + $ &

k S &
k

&

= B # A X &
k+1, (15)

which satisfies the exact relation between approximate solutions
and residuals in (k+1)-th iteration. For the case that both U = M P
at line 4.2 and S = MT at line 4.6 are computed with “sloppy” pre-
cision one can also reproduce the above relation with the following
formulae:

Uk % U &
k = Uk + &Uk, (16)

Vk % V &
k = AU &

k, (17)

#k % #&
k = #k + &#, (18)

Tk % T &
k = Rk # V &

k#
&
k, (19)

Sk % S &&
k = Sk + &S, (20)

Zk % Z &&
k = A S &&

k , (21)

$k % $ &&
k = $k + &$, (22)

Xk+1 % X &&
k+1 = Xk + U &

k#
&
k + $ &&

k S &&
k . (23)

Fig. 2. Representative case for residual norm as a function of number of iteration
with L = 1,2,3,4,6,12 on 323 " 64.

3. Numerical test

3.1. Choice of parameters

We test modified block BiCGSTAB employing a so-called “local
source”, B = [e1, . . . , eL], with L = 12 for color-spin components.
We use 2 sets of statistically independent 10 configurations gener-
ated at almost the physical point, ('ud,'s) = (0.137785,0.136600)
on 323 " 64 [1] and (0.137785,0.136650) on 644, in 2 + 1 fla-
vor lattice QCD with the nonperturbatively O (a)-improved Wilson
quark action and the Iwasaki gauge action [13] at % = 1.9. We
choose the hopping parameter ' = 0.137785 for the Wilson–Dirac
equation and NSAP = 5 with 8 " 8 " 8 " 8 domain size for the SAP
preconditioning following Ref. [1]. Parameters for SSOR method are
also fixed with NSSOR = 1 and ( = 1.26. The stopping criterion is
set to be maxi(|r(i)|/|b(i)|) ! ! with ! = 10#14.

3.2. Test environment

Numerical test is performed on 16 nodes for smaller lattice
and on 128 nodes for larger lattice of a large-scale cluster sys-
tem called T2K-Tsukuba. The machine consists of 648 compute
nodes providing 95.4 Tflops of computing capability. Each node
consists of quad-socket, 2.3 GHz Quad-Core AMD Opteron Model
8356 processors whose on-chip cache sizes are 64 KBytes/core,
512 KBytes/core, 2 MB/chip for L1, L2, L3, respectively. Each proces-
sor has a direct connect memory interface to an 8 GBytes DDR2-
667 memory and three hypertransport links to connect other pro-
cessors. All the nodes in the system are connected through a
full-bisectional fat-tree network consisting of four interconnection
links of 8 GBytes/sec aggregate bandwidth with Infiniband. For
numerical test we modify the lattice QCD simulation program LD-
DHMC/ver1.04b12.31 developed by PACS-CS Collaboration [14].

3.3. Results

Fig. 2 shows a representative case for residual norm as a func-
tion of number of iterations for modified block BiCGSTAB. We ob-
serve one of important features of block Krylov subspace methods
that the number of iterations required for convergence decreases
as the block size L is increased.

The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In both tables,
the second column is total time to solve the Wilson–Dirac equation
for all 12 color-spin components at one local source. In case of
L = 6, for example, 12 right-hand side vectors are divided into two

2+1 flavor QCD, 323×64, a〜0.1fm, 
(κud,κs)=(0.137785,0.13660), point source 	
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Modified Block BiCGStab (2)	

T(gain) > NM(gain) is thanks to effective use of cache 
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Table 1
L dependence for time, gain factor of time, number of matrix-vector multiplication
and its gain factor on 323 ! 64. Central values are given for gain factors.

L ! 12/L Time [s] T (gain) NMVM NM (gain)

1 ! 12 3827 (755) 1 17 146 (3326) 1
2 ! 6 2066 (224) 1.9 12 942 (1379) 1.3
3 ! 4 1619 (129) 2.4 10652 (832) 1.6
4 ! 3 1145 (99) 3.3 9343 (835) 1.8
6 ! 2 1040 (87) 3.7 7888 (663) 2.2
12 ! 1 705 (70) 5.4 6106 (633) 2.8

Table 2
L dependence for time, gain factor of time, number of matrix-vector multiplication
and its gain factor on 644. Central values are given for gain factors.

L ! 12/L Time [s] T (gain) NMVM NM (gain)

1 ! 12 6911 (946) 1 27 565 (3702) 1
2 ! 6 4106 (435) 1.7 23 100 (2420) 1.1
3 ! 4 3394 (274) 2.0 20 601 (1838) 1.3
4 ! 3 2609 (246) 2.7 18 994 (1556) 1.4
6 ! 2 2413 (202) 2.9 16 700 (1334) 1.7
12 ! 1 1733 (192) 4.0 13 522 (1064) 2.0

Fig. 3. NMVM on 644 vs. L with a fitted curve by NMVM = a/(L + b) + c.

blocks: B1 = [e1, . . . , e6] and B2 = [e7, . . . , e12]. The third column
is gain factor of time compared with L = 1 case. The fourth and
fifth columns are number of matrix-vector multiplication (NMVM)
and its gain factor, respectively.

Modified block BiCGSTAB with L = 12 is about 5 times faster
than L = 1 case, and the iteration number is reduced by a factor
of three on 323 ! 64. On 644, the total gain factor is about 4 and
iteration number drops by half. In Fig. 3, we plot NMVM on 644

as a function of L and fit by a/(L + b) + c to estimate NMVM for
many right-hand sides. We expect one can reduce iteration num-
ber on 644 similarly as 323 ! 64 with 8 times more right-hand
sides and find nice week-scaling behavior for lattice size, num-
ber of L and number of nodes between 323 ! 64 and 644. For
symmetric positive-definite matrices, one can expect such scaling
behavior from relation between number of right-hand sides and
convergence [2] and what eigenvalues become dense as increasing
lattice size. Similar scaling is also reported in eigenvalue deflation
method [15].

Additional speed-up by a factor of two is obtained by cache
tuning. This is roughly consistent with the enhancement of Flops/
Byte from 1.05 at L = 1 to 1.95 at L = 12 plotted in Fig. 1.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have carried out numerical test for block
BiCGSTAB with two modifications of the QR decomposition and the
SAP preconditioner in lattice QCD at almost physical quark masses.
The QR decomposition successfully removes the problem in block
BiCGSTAB that is the deviation between the true and the recur-
sive residuals. We find remarkable cost reduction at large L due
to smaller number of iterations and e!cient cache usage. Further
gain could be expected in calculations of disconnected diagram
and reweighting factor, where larger value of L is required. One
concern is that numerical cost for modified Gram–Schmidt method
increases as O (L2).
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Performance test on T2K-Tsukuba using 10 configs 
Dx(i)=b(i) (i=1,…,12) 	
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Improvement of Molecular Dynamics	

Domain-Decomposed Hybrid Monte Carlo (DDHMC) 
4-dim. lattice is decomposed into small blocks  
                ⇒ introduction of hierarchy  
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Multiple Time Step MD Integrator	

Adjust step size according to the magnitude of force  
 
 
For example 
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Cost Reduction due to DDHMC	

⇒ Physical point simulation is possible on PACS-CS and T2K-Tsukuba	
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§4. HPCI Strategic Field Program	

Scientific target  
•  2+1 flavor QCD ⇒ 1+1+1 flavor QCD+QED  
•  Various physical quantities 

•  Investigation of resonances 
•  Direct construction of light nuclei 
•  Determination of baryon-baryon potentials 
 
 
 
 
　　 
　	

 
                       Computer room	

RIKEN AICS @ Kobe	
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Current Summary for NN Systems (Reminder)	

27 

|ΔE(3S1)| > |ΔE(1S0)| is suggestive 
Important to check quark mass dependence 	
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Both 3S1 and 1S0 channels are bound at heavy quark region 

Target on K computer: construction of nuclei at the physical point 
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Baryon-Baryon Potentials	

2+1 flavor QCD, lattice size=323×64, mπ＝0.70, 0.57, 0.41 GeV 

Attractive phase shift, though the magnitude is just 10% of exp. Value 
No bound state (He, NN) ⇔ inconsistency against the direct method 
Phase shift becomes smaller, as quark mass decreases 
⇒ need direct comparison with exp. values at the physical point 

HAL-QCD @FB12	
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Simulation Parameters	

•  2+1 flavor QCD  
•  Wilson-clover quark action + Iwasaki gauge action 
•  Stout smearing with α=0.1 and Nsmear=6  
•  NP CSW=1.11 determined by SF  
•  β=1.82 ⇒ a〜0.1 fm 
•  Lattice size=964 ⇒ (〜9 fm)4  
•  Hopping parameters: (κud,κs)=(0.126117,0.124790) 
•  Simulation algorithm 
  − (HB)2DDHMC w/ active link for ud quarks, UVPHMC for s quark 
  − Block size=124 ⇒ (〜1 fm)4 

  − HB parameters: (ρ1,ρ2)=(0.99975,0.9940) 
  − Multi-time scale integrator: (N1,N2,N3,N4,N5)=(15,2,2,2,8) 
  − trajectory length: τ=1 
  − Npoly=310 
  − Chronological inverter guess: Nchrono=16  
  − Solver: mixed precision nested BiCGStab 
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Non-Perturbative Determination of CSW (1)	

Schördinger functional method 
  − L3×T=83×16 (L3×T=123×24 for volume dependence check)  
  − Choose β such that the lattice spacing becomes around 0.1 fm  

Taniguchi @Lattice2012	 P
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Non-perturbative evaluation of cSW for smeared link clover fermion Yusuke Taniguchi
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Figure 1: The PCAC mass M(x0,y0), M!(x0,y0) and the mass difference !M(x0,y0) as a function of x0 for
Nsmear = 6, " = 1.82. y0 is set to T/4. Three values of cSW are adopted: 1.0 (left), 1.1 (middle) and 1.2
(right). The PCAC mass is tuned to be consistent with zero at x0 = T/2.
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Figure 2: The PCAC mass difference !M(3/4T,T/4) (left) and the critical hopping parameter #c (right) as
a function of cSW. Two data are plotted with Nsmear = 1 (circle) and 6 (triangle).

We plot this behavior in the left panel of figure 2 for Nsmear = 1 and 6. Both data can fitted by
a linear function. The horizontal value where !M crosses zero is the non-perturbative cSW. The
linear fit works well for other Nsmear and the result is listed in table 2.

Since the hopping parameter is tuned so that the PCAC mass is consistent with zero it repre-
sents the critical #c at each cSW. #c can also be fitted linearly as a function of cSW as is shown in
the right panel of figure 2. The value of #c at the non-perturbative cSW is listed in table 2 for each
Nsmear.

The non-perturbative cSW is plotted as a function of number of smearings in the left panel of
figure 3. cSW decreases monotonically as a function of Nsmear. We found roughly a 10% order of
deviation from the tree level value even at Nsmear = 6. The critical hopping parameter #c is also
given in the right panel of figure 3. The decreasing behavior is almost the same as that of cSW as a
function of the number of smearings. #c is very near to the tree level value 1/8 at Nsmear = 6, which
is one of the evidence of the good chiral behavior of the smeared link action.

From (2.6) and (2.7) a quantity

c!A(x0) ="r(x0)" r!(x0)

s(x0)" s!(x0)
(4.1)

plays a role of the improvement coefficient of the axial vector current. As can be seen from figure

4

CSW=1.11 at β=1.82 ⇒ 1/a〜2.1 GeV 
κC is close to 0.125 at β=1.82 
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Performance on K computer	

•  Kernel (MatVec) performance: >50%  
•  Solver performance: 〜26% (mixed precision nested BiCGStab) 
•  Weak scaling test 
  − 63×12/node fixed 
  − 16 nodes (V=123×24) ⇒ 12288 nodes (V=48×72×962) 
　　                  

16	

256 

2048 

12288	 #node	 scalability	

16 ⇒ 256	 98%	

256 ⇒ 2048	 98%	

2048 ⇒ 12288	 96%	

good weak scaling	

B/F=0.5 on K computer	
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Current Status (As of Lattice 2013)	

Further tuning to the physical point is planned with reweighting method 
Clear deviation is already observed for unstable particles (ρ,K*) 

Hadron spectrum in comparison with experiment (normalized by mΩ)  
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ρ Meson Effective Mass	

It looks hard to find a reasonable plateau 
Analysis of 2×2 correlation matrix (ρ,ππ) is necessary 

Decay channel is open: mρ>2√{mπ
2+(π/48)2} 
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Summary	

Historical role of PACS-CS/T2K-Tsukuba 
　　− Achievement of physical point simulation 
     − Beginning of precision measurement with EM and u-d quark 

mass difference 

     − One-body study of hadron ⇒  Hadron-hadron interaction 
including Nuclei 

                    
Peak	 Machine	 Scientific Target	

<1TF class	 CP-PACS	 Development of 2+1 flavor QCD simulation	

10TFclass	 PACS-CS	 Physical point simulation	

100TFclass	 T2K-
Tsukuba	

Development of 1+1+1flavor QCD+QED simulation 
Construction of Nuclei with heavy mud	

1PF class 
10PF class	

HA-PACS 
K computer	

Large scale simulation of 1+1+1 flavor QCD+QED 
Construction of Nuclei at the physical point	


